
7100
hot



Height  870 mm
Height with base cabinet and worktop  1630 mm
Width  450 mm
Depth  475 mm
Depth with door open  850 mm
Weight  FB: 70 kg / ES: 68 kg
Water Services
Cold water connection  ¾”
Pressure (hot beverage versions only)  0.8 – 10 Bar
Electrical Services
Voltage  230 V
Current  10 A / 13 A fused
Frequency  50 Hz
Wattage  FB: 2-2.45 kW
Wattage  ES: 1.5-2 kW
Power consumption
To reach correct temperature  FB: 260 / ES: 52 Wh
For each hour on standby  FB: 98 / ES: 70 Wh/h
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Specifications

Freshly ground coffee   5.5 litres  2.0 kg 
Freshbrew tea  5.5 litres  2.0 kg 
Coffee beans   6.0 litres  2.2 kg 
Sugar   2.6 litres  2.5 kg 
Whitener/Topping/Milk   2.6 litres  1.2 kg
Chocolate   2.6 litres  1.5 kg
Instant coffee   2.6 litres  0.7 kg
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The 7100 is compatible with all major coin and cashless 
systems, and it is ready for installation of systems 
using Executive, MDB and BDV protocol (depending 
on the version). It is possible to install up to 2 systems 
(depending on the physical dimensions of the systems):
- Coin mechanism
- Coin mechanism + Cashless

All details of weight, capacity and dimensions are 
approximate and are intended for guidance only. 
The list of beverage selections is not exhaustive.
A space of at least 5.5 cm must be allowed between 
the back of the machine and the wall. For installation 
instructions, please refer to the Service Manual.

Payment systems

N&W GLOBAL VENDING LIMITED • PO Box 25 • Dudley Street, Bilston

West Midlands • WV14 0LF • Tel: +44 (0) 1902 355000 • www.nwglobalvending.co.uk

Base cabinet · Worktop in mahogany · Water tank (for base 
cabinet, 20 litres) · Hygiene kits · IRDA kit · Mechanical counter 
· FB cream kit.

Accessories

Configurations
Pre selection

Coffee or Tea strength  •  •  •

Drinks menu

Fresh Brew coffee – black    •

Fresh Brew coffee – white    •

Fresh Brew tea – black  •

Fresh Brew tea – white  •

Instant coffee – black  •  •

Instant coffee – white  •  •

Espresso – black   •

Espresso – white   •

Americano – black   •

Americano – white   •

Cappuccino Fresh Brew / ES – chocolate   •  •  •

Cappuccino Fresh Brew / ES – no chocolate   •  •  •

Cappuccino Instant – chocolate  •   •   •

Cappuccino Instant – no chocolate  •   •   •

Café Macchiato Instant  •

Café Latte Fresh Brew / ES    •  •

Café Latte Instant  •   •   •

Café Mocha Fresh Brew / ES    •  •

Café Mocha Instant  •  •  •

Chocolate •  •  •

Creamichoc  •  •  •

Hot water  •  •  •

Multibrew  •  •  •

In all coffee versions it is possible to replace the instant 
coffee with sugar (must be specified by placement of the 
machine order).
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7100 with base cabinet 
and worktop

Presented by:

ISO 9001:2008 ISO 14001:2004



Designed with 
your good 
taste in mind
Everybody appreciates a coffee break. Especially when 
it gives them the opportunity to get their hands on a 
lovely cup of delicious, freshly brewed coffee. That’s 
why we offer you our 7100 series with modern, tasteful 
tabletop models that will be at home in any environment 
where coffee is appreciated.

Attractive and user-friendly
Maybe it’s the clean lines. Or it’s strong features. Either 
way, users are never in any doubt when they come face 
to face with the elegant, classic Scandinavian design of a 
genuine Wittenborg.

Innovative on the inside
When you open the machine, you immediately see the 
ingenious, practical coffee concept and realise why the 
combination of the latest vending technology and the 
unique water and mixing system make the machine so 
easy to maintain and so quick to fill.

Drinks to suit all tastes
You can look forward to your next coffee break! Because 
the 7100 series by Wittenborg brings you exceptional 
taste sensations based on freshbrew tea, freshbrew 
coffee, bean to cup or instant coffee … And satisfes even 
your hottest wishes!

•  We lead the way with lean, green production 
processes

• Avex 2007 Awards Best Sustainability award

•  Vending Paris 2008 Awards Best Sustainable 
Development & the Environment

• We apply Life Cycle Product Design

•  We adhere to a stringent Environmental 
Management System

• We adopt product Life Cycle Assessment

•  We’re proud to be a member of the EMP 
committee



A single glance at the attractive table-top models of the
7100 series by Wittenborg is enough to convince you 
that this machine has class. From the area with the large
poster depicting the coffee, the eye is slowly drawn 
towards the easy-to-follow selection panel with its large,
4 x 20 character LCD display which guides the users
through up to 23 beverage selections and pre-selection
buttons for coffee or tea strength.

The 7100 comes in two versions: Fresh Brew (FB) and 
Espresso (ES). The FB 7100 is based on classic ground 
coffee or whole coffee beans which are ground in the 
machine. The coffee is then brewed in the traditional 

way. The brewer is also ideally suited for leaf tea, 
producing a truly exceptional drink. The ES 7100 is also 
based on coffee beans, which guarantees espresso of 
the highest quality.

With its flexible configuration options, programmable
cleaning cycle and optimised filling and maintenance
procedures, the 7100 series is perfect for offices,
administration buildings, reception areas, kitchenettes
and canteens. With the option to install a coin 
mechanism or cashless system and a wide selection 
of accessories, it ticks all the right boxes for a modern 
coffee solution, whatever your taste!

Nice coffee!

The 7100 reveals its functionally
designed interior with smooth
surfaces, clear colour codes and
easy access to all serviceable
parts. This ensures easy, rapid
and effective cleaning and 
maintenance.

The FB and ES 7100 have a
large, ergonomically designed
coffee container with a capacity
of more than 200 cups of coffee.
The container makes the coffee
tantalisingly visible to users and
can easily be pulled out and
refilled while still in the machine.

Optimum ease of use is in focus
with the large, open serving area
and its adjustable cup holder.
This makes it easy for the users to
position and remove cups, and at
the same time it is possible to 
brew directly in jugs up to 24 cm 
high.

The ingredient containers have a
handle, so they are easy to pull
out and re-fill. The lid opens 
automatically and the containers 
can be filled quickly and easily, 
either in or out of the machine.

ES 7100
The connoisseur 
The espresso model lets you serve
a wide variety of coffee solutions
that will satisfy even the most
discerning taste buds and will
give everyone the coffee of their
dreams!

FB 7100
A safe choice
The freshbrew model, available in 
coffee or tea versions, gives you 
plenty of choice and is particularly 
user friendly. The obvious solution 
if you put a premium on versatility 
and want to be sure users always 
get what they want.


